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Design Value

Health Value

Cultural Value
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Recreation Value

Education Value

Environmental Value

Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Urban parks have proven to be great venues for 
outdoor performances of all kinds; successful 
models abound across the country.   Amphitheaters 
can accommodate a varied program schedule, 
catering to broad audiences and drawing new 
visitors to the park.   An amphitheater will help 
to animate the Great Park, generate revenue, 
and build awareness for the Park. Adequate 
parking and easy access are critical; the scale 
and programming should be tailored to the Park 
and does not need to replicate the offerings of 

A contemporary amphitheater is a curved and 
acoustically vibrant performance space that is 
located outdoors.  Some have curved or “bowl” 
like standing structures behind the stage and/
or behind the audience, thereby creating an 
area which amplifi es sound that are ideal for 
musical or theatrical performances.  A natural 
amphitheater is a performance space located 
near a steep mountain or particular rock 
formation that naturally amplifi es or echoes 
sound.  Spectators might sit on a sloped grassy 
surface, on masonry lined terraces, on broad 
brick or wooden benches, or on fold-up seats 
with backs.  This amphitheater could use the 
surroundings of the Great Park as a scenic 
backdrop and incorporate the landscape as part 
of the facility itself. 

Amphitheater

Evaluator Comments

Strong Connection

other, nearby performing arts or music venues.
Amphitheater access to the broad community  
in terms of affordability and relevance, will 
greatly depend on the programs and services.  It 
can be a valuable tool for improving educational 
programming in the Park.  It is a great terminus 
for the cultural terrace and a good early 
phase project that will generate excitement 
and get people into the park.  Local weather 
affords a fantastic opportunity year-round.
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

It is assumed that these will be working artists 
studios.  If a studio center is sited in the Great 
Park, it is vital that there be a public element 
of the program inviting the public to watch the 
artists at work and/or visit during regular ‘open 
studio’ hours.  Additional information is needed 
to adequately evaluate this concept.
 

An Arts Incubator could combine art studio 
spaces with exhibit space and classrooms.  It 
would give artists in Orange County a place 
to produce art and give the public a venue for 
viewing and interacting with both the artist and 
their art.  Visitors can ask questions, learn about 
each of the various art forms, and purchase 
original work.  If space is available, the studio 
could exist in a retrofi tted hangar building on 
the existing site.  

The center could have a strong educational 
component offering public workshops, housing 
permanent classrooms.  At its core, it would 
function as a place for artists to  hone their 
craft and simply work.  

Arts Incubator

Strong Connection

Evaluator Comments

This facility could be housed in an existing 
building on the site.   Depending on location, this 
could encourage walking from another location 
to the art studio space.  Specialized activities that 
may not have a large audience.  Perhaps consider 
having vista areas in the natural environment to 
encourage informal/formal gathering for painters.  
There is interaction and opportunity for learning 
depending on the openness of the studio space.  
The facility provides no environmental benefi t 
over typical park open space.
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Botanical Gardens have evolved for over 500 
years - originally established by universities to 
study medicinal plants; in the 1800’s Victorians 
used them to exhibit exotic species;  in the 1900’s 
pleasure gardens for public recreation became 
prominent and Botanic gardens expanded their 
missions beyond displays to education programs 
in botany and horticulture.  

At the Great Park, the mission statement 
for Botanical Garden is a place of beauty 
and learning where scientists, horticulturists, 
designers, artists, educators, and members of 
the community collaborate to:
• Advance understanding of the vital relationship     
  between people, plants, and the natural
  environment;
• Develop a new landscape aesthetic that enriches 
  human life while nurturing a greater variety and 
  abundance of plant and animal life;
• Promote land stewardship; and
• Create a healthy, sustainable future.

Botanical Garden

Very Strong Connection

Evaluator Comments
Key questions include how extensive the 
facilities are; how they are phased; whether any 
of the desired facilities would be more suitable 
in other programmed areas of the park.   An 
educational institution in the park can bring 
sustainability to life for individuals and region.  It 

DRAFT 12/2007

is at the heart of the overall park and to deliver 
information and mission.  Relevance to diverse 
audiences must be planned to be successful; 
some populations are not as exposed to 
botanical gardens.  Speaks to all values of the 
park.  Opportunity for education on health.  The 
bridge’s unique design relies on passive solar 
resources giving it a strong environmental score.  
Assumes innovative treatment of waste using   
composting and organic reuse strategies.
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

A Center for Community Organizations 
(CCO) is a multi-tenant center for non-profi ts, 
consisting of a building, set of buildings or defi ned 
geographic area where community organizations 
are located in proximity to one another, with an 
expectation of some mutual cooperation and 
interaction.

The non-profi t community of Orange County is 
without such a place. The Center would provide 
shared gathering spaces, shared services and/or 
collaborative programming for the non-profi ts 
in Orange County. The potential incubation of 
new non-profi ts might also be supported. 

With the decision to establish such a center 
in connection with the Great Park there will 
be opportunity to refl ect park themes.  In 
association with the Great Park a group 
of Orange County and regional nonprofi t 
foundations and organizations has expressed 
interest in such a venture.

Center for Community Organizations

This is a good idea and the park may be a 
good location for this facility.  It is good for the 
community.  These community organizations 
may provide services or support for a diverse 

audience but this has not been determined yet.   
The center can create a diverse and cohesive 
atmosphere pending the occupants. The building 
could be a multi-functional building and provide 
community meeting space when not in use. Many 
centers focus on organizations that support 
health goals.  Food offered in the facility should 
promote heathy ingredients.  It is assumed the 
building will be LEED or other Green Building 
methods used. 

Evaluator Comments

 

Strong Connection
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

The program for a cinematic theater at the 
Great Park presents the opportunity to align the 
content of fi lms with the principles and mission 
of the Great Park and its proposed museums, 
educational centers, and culture.  Artistic fi lms 
or other fi lms not shown at existing cinematic 
venues may be its focus.  The potential exists 
to stimulate fi lm production by cultivating a 
synergistic relationship with the fi lm industry in 
relation to the park.  

Cinematic Theater

Connection

Evaluator Comments

There is potential for a cinematic theatre to 
augment the entertainment and the educational 
experience of the Park, and it could be a 
source of revenue. We have heard that IMAX 
technology is becoming obsolete and that the 
experience it is hard to imagine a single screen 
facility surviving economically.  There is an IMAX 
theater at the Spectrum, less than fi ve minutes 
from the Park.  And it is hard to see how this 
type of building, unless buried in the Cultural 
Terrace, would be supportive of the design goals 
of the Great Park.  This program provides no 

environmental benefi t.  This might make sense 
as part of one of the museums.  As a stand alone 
entity it does not seem like a good fi t.  
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Description

Environmental Art / Art Installation

The Environmental Art / Art Installation program 
will celebrate the relationship between art, 
sustainability and the Great Park.  Artists will 
help make sustainability tangible, to arouse the 
interest and curiosity of visitors, and to invite 
their participation in fi nding solutions for the 
pressing problems of the 21st century.  

The Environmental Art program will work at two 
levels- the day-to-day, and building a permanent 
collection.  In the day-to-day, it will be working 
with young students, and professional artists to 
make temporary pieces that are expressions 
of the park mission.  Competitive selection 
and public requests-for-proposals will be used 
to develop the work.  A wide range of artists 
– visual, sculptural, performance, musical - using 
many different media to help tell the story of a 
sustainable future. 

Additionally, the program will manage 
commissioned permanent pieces and installations 
of larger scale or breadth, forming the seeds for 
a permanent collection at the Park. 

Environmental Art and Installations is a program 
that would parallel and compliment the Living 
Park Center and the Great Park Triennial. 

Bringing sustainability to life would be of great 
value.  It will allow park visitors to understand 
ecological processes.  It is assumed these feature 
will be free to the public.   It is anticipated 
these will reuse materials in the production of 
environmental art and environmental education/
appreciation.  This has great potential to address 
the goals of communicating and teaching about 
a sustainable culture. 

Strong Connection

Evaluator Comments  
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Library

A library would be a facility that would con-
sume signifi cant resources.  There could be di-
rect programming and technology of the library 
that focuses on health goals related to lifestyles, 
environment and global attention.   The library 
community service uses will vary depending on 
the location, access and programming.  

Libraries are extremely important resources but 
a library cannot effectively compete for people’s 

The vision for a library at the Great Park 
begins as an anchor-institution on the Cultural 
Terrace.   

While the facility to occupy this space is yet 
to be defi ned, in principle, modern libraries 
are understood as extending beyond the 
physical walls of a building, by including material 
accessible by electronic means, and by providing 
the assistance of librarians in navigating and 
analyzing tremendous amounts of knowledge 
with a variety of digital tools.  

A Great Park library would appeal to families, 
children, high school and university students, 
and anyone with a thirst for knowledge or a 
question that needs an answer.

Strong Connection

time to draw visitors to the park.  The primary 
mission of any library -- reading, scholarship and 
research -- encourages solitary activity.  

Evaluator Comments  
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

A static display would not be interesting. It is 
essential to have a dynamic facility that educates 
visitors and honors the legacy of the El Toro 
military base and California’s vibrant military 
history.   The museum  should be near hangar 
244.   This museum is an essential component 
of the park and would provide volunteer and 
learning opportunities.  While this program 
provides no long term environmental benefi t 
but it does utilize an existing on-site structure.  
Other museums are interactive and engaging.  

Military History:  Aircraft Museum / 
Veteran’s Memorial / Eternal Flame

Strong Connection

As part of the historic preservation of the 
site, the military history program recognizes 
the importance of the military history on this 
land, the importance of the people who made 
that history, and the importance of the airfi eld 
infrastructure inherited from the El Toro Marine 
Airbase. The eternal fl ame and the Veteran’s 
Memorial are elements of this commemoration. 
As well, the Great Park “Military Discovery 
Center” featuring a dramatic outdoor 
installation of military aircraft/equipment will 
serve as both a monument and a tribute to the 
individuals who served at El Toro, as well as an 
awe-inspiring destination for children and adults 
alike.  

Evaluator Comments  

This must appeal to a broader audience than the 
military and veterans.  Interpretive components 
are essential to the process.  Operational 
and management issues should be reviewed.   
California is already home to approximately 35+ 
air museums, military aviation visitor centers, 
and military museums.  Fourteen are within 
100 miles of the Great Park.  This presents 
opportunities to partner with one or more 
existing institution as a museum destination.
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

A multicultural center appears to be an extremely 
desirable place for the community to gather, 
learn and celebrate.  Given the rich diversity of 
Orange county, this would be an asset to the 
entire region.  Small and large functions allow 
for different cultural groups to respect and 
appreciate on another.  A sense of well-being 
may be increased with the expression of one’s 

The Great Park Multicultural Center will provide 
opportunities for people from all walks of life 
and all parts of the world to learn, celebrate, and 
share through cultural experiences. Ideally, the 
center will provide a welcoming, inclusive space 
and provide an alternative space for cultural 
expressions and identity exploration. 

The center will serve as an organization open 
to all people in the community, with special 
attention given to the ethnic, refugee and 
minority populations. 

The Great Park multicultural center will function 
as the main organization within the community 
whose primary purpose is to build bridges of 
understanding, tolerance, and cooperation 
among all groups within the area.

Multicultural Center

Strong Connection

Evaluator Comments  

own culture being represented at the park.  
The primary concern is how to accommodate 
the multitude of cultural representatives.  The 
space should be fl exible with changing exhibits. 
Emphasis needs to be on education through 
participation in cultural activities.  This center 
could be a collection of international gardens to 
emphasize natural connections.   This building 
does not provide environmental benefi t to the 
park.   
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Description

Museums at the Great Park will be anchor 
institutions on the Cultural Terrace. 

Proposed building sites are embedded in 
earthen berms, and the buildings themselves will 
follow strict green-building programs, thereby 
becoming iconic elements of the park.  

The specifi c subjects of the institutions that will 
fi nd homes here is under consideration, but 
those in discussion include:  arts, archival, natural 
history and science, agriculture, and surfi ng.  

Museum(s)

Strong Connection

The key to museums in the park is making 
them distinct from other museums in the area.  
Museums would allow for special focus on 
educational experience.  As urban areas mature 

Evaluator Comments

these venues add tremendous value to the 
cultural wealth of a community.   The immediate 
goal is to establish a way for the cultural terrace 
to be built out in the short term that allows for 
growth and fl exibility in the long term.  

Intellectual stimulation is an important part 
of well-being.  Depending on the theme of 
the museum some scoring on health would 
increase.  

Evaluator Comments  (continued)
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Description

Movies draw wide audiences and have broad 
popular appeal; a dynamic and fun mix of 
programming will bring together families and 
audiences of all ages. Film offerings can be keyed 
to other programs, events, seasonal activities 
and themes relevant to the Great Park and 

This program enables movies to be shown 
on infl atable screened outdoor locations 
throughout the park.  Venues could be set up 
for vehicular access, like at a Drive-In, or for 
pedestrian access.  A sample program from 
Orange County Fairgrounds Star-Vu Drive-In is 
as follows:

-Infl atable frame:  72’x46’, made of PVC coated nylon 
tubes 10’ in diameter;
-Screen size:  65’x33’, stretched over frame and attached 
with plastic ties;
-Infl ation time:  15 min, using two air blowers;
-Projector:  similar to indoor movie theater projector but 
with a stronger 7000 watt lamp
-Wind resistance:  up to 40 mph, 2000 lb screen and frame 
are tied to four anchored steel cables;
Speaker system:  FM broadcast through car radio.

Outdoor Cinema

Strong Connection

Orange County. Like an outdoor performance 
venue, an outdoor cinema program will activate 
and enliven the Park. Access, appropriate 
lighting, security and marketing will be critical to 
encouraging participating and drawing visitors 
to the Park after dark.

Evaluator Comments

Evaluator Comments  (continued)
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Description

In addition to the Museums proposed for 
the Great Park Cultural Terrace, the specialty 
museum program enables to park to consider 
hosting additional  museum experiences.  These 
programs will be assessed as specialty museums. 
When specifi c proposals are put forth, they will 
be evaluated against the principles and criteria 
for the park.

To date, programs that would fall into this 
category but which require more study include 
a museum of surfi ng, a natural history center, 
the California Fire Museum, a living history 
village, the Museum of Teaching and Learning, 
among others. 

Specialty Museum(s)

Connection

Museums can be a fun and educational draw 
to the park.  The content should be relevant to 
Southern California.  Future opportunities and 
diverse populations is relevant in the selection of 
a specialty museum.  The venue needs to appeal 
to a broad range of audiences.  There could be 
volunteer programs available to the public.  

Evaluator Comments  
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Description

small facility would provide no environmental 
benefi t.  There needs to be more development 
of this idea.  The operating model, type of space, 
kind of facilities required, how it is funded, etc.

Tea houses are buildings and pavilions centered 
around the activity of drinking tea.  They are 
found in many cultures and their function varies 
greatly by culture.  Gardens often use the tea 
house model for restaurant facilities serving 
light fare, often called tea rooms. 

A Great Park tea house can be a model for 
socially and environmentally responsible 
commercial enterprises by buying and serving 
locally grown foods and fair-trade beverages. 

Tea House

Strong Connection

Evaluator Comments  (continued)

Evaluator Comments  

This is nice revenue for weddings.  The cultural 
value must be emphasized and could be a 
catalyst to bring cultural aspects to the park.   
This could increase physical fi tness goals by 
locating it on a hillside.  Nutrition goals could be 
met by maintaining healthy food offerings.  This 
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

There could be a connection of learning through 
doing and teaching.   This is a great idea that will 
draw people to the park and promote the arts.  
The addition of new works will create an ongoing 
and exciting dialogue about art and nature and 
their interdependence and inter connectivity on 

The Great Park Triennial is a proposed globally-
oriented exhibition of outdoor, site-specifi c 
sculpture and installations commissioned on 
an episodic basis, rotating every fi ve years.  The 
Great Park’s vast natural landscape, coupled 
with the exceptional weather in Southern 
California provides a unique opportunity to 
present art outside of museum walls and to 
create an unprecedented dialogue between 
the residents and region of Southern California 
with contemporary art.  The Great Park 
Triennial would present an outdoor exhibition 
of specially commissioned large-scale artworks 
and installations. The program will invite a select 
group of international artists, architects, and 
designers to respond directly to the unique 
landscape of the Park—including the Canyon, 
runway remnants, and the nearby Santa Ana 
Mountains—to create new site-specifi c works 
that will be on long-term view.

Triennial (Documenta)

Strong Connection

the Park’s grounds.  This is a great opportunity 
to increase health and wellness goals with 
choice of food venues and increased nutritional 
value.  Walking to the festival site will increase 
fi tness goals.  This has signifi cant operational 
impacts.  This program is neutral with respect 
to the environmental goal statements.

Evaluator Comments
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Living History Village

Connection

This has the potential to teach history through 
a different medium, however seems to require 
a large area.  May consider this as an event on 
an existing open space, not as a permanent 
space.  This program meets or is neutral on all 
environmental goal statements.  

Living history is an educational medium used by 
museums and institutions to educate the public 
in particular areas of history. These museums 
employ professionals, historians and trained 
interpreters in order to convey the most correct 
historical information available.  This may be 
conveyed by wearing period dress and perhaps 
explaining relevant historical information, 
either in fi rst-person interpretation or out of 
character. 

Living history portrayal usually involves 
demonstrating everyday activities such as 
cooking, cleaning, medical care or, particularly, 
specialized skills and handicrafts. Considerable 
research is often applied to identifying authentic 
techniques and often recreating replica tools and 
equipment. Reenactment groups often attempt 
to organize such displays.

Living History may also be used to describe a 
method of teaching history whereby students 
try their hand at such activities and experience 
some aspects of period lifestyle guided by 
historical interpreters, albeit sometimes with 
less scrupulous standards of authenticity.  
Living History involves thorough research on 
the part of the museum staff, volunteers and 
interpreters.
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

If this is at an adequate scale, this could become 
a regular school fi eld trip destination from 
all over Southern California.  This enhances 
opportunities for visitors to participate in the 
environment in a tangible way.   Some of the 
activities could be tied to physical movement 
to support physical activity goals.  Intellectual 
stimulation would also improve. 

The mission of the Citizen Science Program 
is to increase science literacy and promote 
understanding of the plants, animals, and natural 
communities that make up the diversity of life in 
southern California.
The Citizen Science Program will be comprised 
of fi eld and laboratory activities that provide 
people of all ages and backgrounds with the 
opportunity to participate in the scientifi c study 
and exploration of the living systems in the Great 
Park.  They will contribute valuable data to the 
Great Park’s natural resource management and 
educational programs. 

Through this program, people will be learn 
about relationships to nature and ecology 
that are relevant to the Great Park and all 
communities.  Activities will range from single 
to multi-day events, and will be repeated on a 
weekly, monthly, or annual basis.  Examples of 
some these activities include:

Wildlife Tracking 
Bird Banding 
Amphibian Breeding Surveys 
Wildfl ower and Butterfl y Surveys

Living Park Center:  Citizen Scientist

Strong Connection
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

The center is exemplary of what the Great Park 
is all about.    It is assumed sustainable methods 
are used.   This program does not improve upon 
the site’s natural feature but does encourage an 
appreciation for nature.  

The mission of the Living Park Center is to 
advance the sustainability goals of the park by 
making these goals and progress towards them 
clear and apparent. The Living Park Center will 
be the headquarters of the effort to create a 
balance between human needs and environmental 
health, acting as a place of research and outreach 
for collaboration between artists, scientists and 
visitors. 

The Center will host academics, students and 
professionals participating in symposiums, 
lectures and presentations. A residency 
program will enable artists/designers working 
in collaboration with scientists and social 
scientists to interact. School and community 
groups conducting educational programs will 
use this facility. 

The Center will provide resources for artists 
and others to fuel their research and creations, 
including work spaces for those participating 
in the Center’s programs.  The Living Park 
Center has the potential to affect the whole 
region by exporting new ideas to surrounding 
communities.
 

Living Park Center:  Research + Visitors’ / Education 
/ Nature Center + Residency

Strong Connection
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Visitors’ Center

Strong Connection

An effective visitor’s center serves as a dynamic 
portal informing visitors and inspiring them to 
engage directly with the park.  Key elements 
such as suggested walks and itineraries, 
in addition to information about facilities, 
orientation and security should be available.  It 
is not recommended to blend an interpretive 
center about the Park with a visitors center.   
It should be a centrally accessible and easily 
navigable in-and-out destination for information 
and orientation.  This could be an education 

A visitors center often serves as the point of 
entry to a park and provides an overview and 
introduction to park amenities.  

In addition to providing basic amenities and 
services such as restrooms, water fountains, 
and maps, this facility will function as a hub for 
educational, outreach, ecological, and interpretive 
programs.  

The Great Park Visitors Center will play a vital 
role in communicating and participating in the 
park’s historical, cultural, natural, and ecological 
features and experiences.   

Evaluator Comments

center with community meeting space.  There is 
potential for a thematic cinematic space is high.  
Art and cultural theaters are few regionally.   This 
could achieve many of the community service 
goals.   Instructor led education programming in 
the Visitors Center is a key to success.    A strong 
environmental design component refl ective of 
the park’s overall mission is important. 
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Category:  OPERATIONAL

Programs Recommended for Schematic Design
That Require Further Study And/Or Proposals
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Events + Festivals

Strong Connection

Park events can help to create a greater sense 
of community, both locally and regionally.  It 
opens up the opportunity for residents to be 
exposed to something new.  Events can serve 
as a major revenue source however a marketing 
plan should be devised.  

Festivals are an opportunity for volunteer 
engagement.  Some festivals could encourage 
learning through doing and have a goal to 
enhance the environment responsibly.  It is hard 
to judge the physical fi tness and nutrition of 

The Great Park and its mixture of indoor 
and outdoor spaces will host events of many 
different kinds and sizes. Different standards 
for registration and operation will need to be 
created for all the types and sizes of events that 
are expected.  

With the creation of the Park as a community 
resource comes the opportunity to establish 
truly innovative and precedent-setting policies 
and standards for ways in which a large urban 
park can facilitate a wide range of uses and 
experiences while adhering to a feasible budget 
and the principles of sustainability.  

Evaluator Comments

grouping of events.   A farmers market is the 
strongest component addressing nutrition.  
Promotion of all foods offered at events with 
healthy components will increase ability for 
the Park to support nutrition goals.   A food 
policy should be considered for the Great 
Park to address this issue and to be consistent.    
The educational value of this program clearly 
depends on the regular types of events being 
considered.   
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Category:  SPORTS + RECREATIONAL

Programs Recommended for Schematic Design
That Require Further Study
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Description

This is a great opportunity to have an Olympic 
pool and diving pool as an addition to the region.  
A wading pool could be nearby but separate.  A 
saltwater pool would be great.  There may be 
other options in the  nearby community.   This 
should be assumed it will be a green building.  
This would compliment the gymnasium.  The 
center could provide community service through 

The aquatic center program is a building or 
buildings supporting pools for aquatic sports 
and activities, ranging from swimming, water 
polo, synchronized swimming, lifeguard training, 
wading pools, and diving pools. 

This facility could serve local high school swim 
and water polo teams, physical education classes, 
recreational swimmers, synchronized swim 
teams, swimmers and divers at regional and 
national meets, as well as trainers and students 
for various aquatic activities and training 
exercises such as scuba diving, life guarding, and 
kayaking.  

This facility would address an under served 
demand for recreational aquatic athletic space 
throughout Orange County. 

Aquatic Center:  
Olympic Pool / Diving Pool / Wading Pool

Strong Connection

water safety and learning programs.  If it is used 
as primarily as a competition and practice  it will 
diminish the community service value.

Evaluator Comments

Evaluator Comments (continued)
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

A bold design could differentiate from other local 
rock walls.  The has great appeal to a younger 
audience where individual achievement can be 
celebrated.  It is also good for group dynamics 
allowing for problem solving and promoting 
adventure.  This has great fi tness participation. 
This activity does require supervision. It could 
be located in the Field House, gymnasium or 

Climbing Sports at the Great Park is a program 
consisting of constructed obstacles designed to 
challenge athletic skills and group dynamics.  It 
is a program both for athletic recreation and 
group socialization.  Climbing features can by 
both indoor and outdoor, as well as supervised 
and unsupervised.  Several different types of 
climbing facilities are being considered for the 
Great Park:

Rock Climbing 
Bouldering 
Ropes Course 
Low Ropes Course
Low Ropes Elements
Group Initiative Games
Trust Activity Games
Zip Line 

Climbing Sports:  
Rock Climbing / Ropes Course / Zip Line

Strong Connection

Evaluator Comments

outdoors.  It could also be integrated into areas 
with other more rigorous uses such as bike 
courses.   For one evaluator zip lines seemed 
the least appealing. Potential revenue generator 
with corporate groups and other special users 
to visit park.  This program meets or is neutral 
on all environmental goal statements.  Costs 
should be explored.  
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Environmental Value

Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

This could foster increased interest in the park.  It 
is a great opportunity for children to experience 
nature without parental supervision.  Also an 
opportunity for Orange County youth to share 
experiences.  This is a positive recreational 
activity for the neighborhood. The health scoring 
would potentially change with more information 
on the type of day camp and how open it is to 

The Day camp program is closely aligned with 
the vision of the Great Park, offering children 
of all ages the opportunity through activities to 
focus on the relationship between citizenship, 
education and sustainability. Day camp programs 
are a catalyst for active-play and education.

The Great Park Day Camp will make sustainability 
a tangible experience that is accessible to all.  
It will explore ways in which the health of the 
individual becomes a means of understanding 
the social and ecological health of the region. 

The Great Park Day Camp will be an inclusive 
environment where everyone is encouraged to 
participate and learn new skills through group 
activities and exposure to diverse athletic and 
educational experiences. 

Day Camp

Strong Connection

Evaluator Comments

multiple populations.  If the education is focused 
on ecology and the environment it could also 
incorporate the sustainability goals.  Concern 
about access to the facility and the number of 
vehicle trips allowed in the park.  It is important 
to balance between this use and others from an 
EIR perspective.  
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Strong Connection

This is a place for the community to gather and 
as a multi-generational, active recreation and 
social interactive center.   The health value would 
increase if it is a gymnasium since other uses are 
less active.   The design can be innovative and has 
the potential to be an accessible and affordable 
building.  The spaces should accommodate 
diverse activities such as basketball, volleyball, 
badminton, soccer, games, rock wall, gymnastic, 

A fi eld house is a building for athletics defi ned as 
a “super-gym” or collection of gymnasium spaces 
in one facility. A fi eld house may have multiple 
activity zones, such as one for basketball, one 
for volleyball, one for indoor soccer, and perhaps 
one for general activity rooms (aerobics, dance, 
or maybe boxing).  In some ways, a fi eld house is 
essentially a large-scale community center with 
an athletic focus. The Field House at the Great 
Park will anchor the Sports Park.

For the Great Park Sports Park, Griffi n Structures 
suggests the development of a fi eld house for 
traditional indoor sports.  As an indoor facility, a 
fi eld house allows for the year-round pursuit of 
sports such as soccer, basketball, and track and 
fi eld – even in hot or windy weather.       

Field House / Gymnasium / Community Center

Evaluator Comments

dance.  Facilities should include offi ces, locker 
rooms, restrooms, meeting rooms, referee 
locker room with showers, equipment storage, 
workout area and concession area.  This is an 
opportunity to build  a sustainable building.  This 
huge building would change the nature of the 
park since it is an interior space.   There could 
be multiple uses and draw thousands.  This 
program provides no environmental benefi t and 
will be consumptive of resources.  
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

This activity is very appealing to teenagers, 
young adults, families and great for all age 
groups.   The boats can be fun and artful.   
Could be incorporated into a comprehensive 
water activity program that would likely appeal 
to a vendor.  This program provides access to 
explore site water bodies.   This is a neat idea 

A paddle boat is a recreational water vehicle that 
consists of pontoons and is powered by a pedal-
operated paddle wheel.  The Park might also 
consider water bikes, kayaks, and other aquatic 
activities that are similar to paddle boats.

Maintenance includes running and repairing the 
paddle boats, but also providing a boathouse 
in which to house and maintain the boats.  
Cleaning up after the local avian population can 
be a demanding and costly daily chore.  A paddle 
boat operation necessitates a dock, boathouse 
with replacement parts and tools, as well as 
enough space to moor all of the boats.  

Paddle boats are popular with people of all 
ages, as it is a novel and low-intensity form of 
exercise.  Paddle boating can be a great family 
activity. Paddle boats can be ADA accessible.  

Paddle Boats + Rowboats

Strong Connection

Evaluator Comments

with no community service value.   Profi tability 
is questionable.  
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Connection

These attractions have appeal and can be a draw 
however, very expensive to install and require 
staff and maintenance.  Revenue is unlikely to 
cover costs.  There is potential for innovative 
design.   The sustainable and educational values 
of these features can be developed in addition to 
the entertainment value.  These uses may have 
different responses to the health indicators.   
These programs provide no environmental 
benefi t to the park site.  

A carousel is a feature for potential themeing 
and innovative design.   It might have educational 
value if it does not rely on traditional sources of 
energy.    There is no community service value.  

Programs that are considered Special Features 
consist of independent proposals that might 
cross over several program categories or park 
geographies.  

Examples of special features that have been 
discussed are the miniature train, sometimes 
referred to as a park train, and a carousel.  

The values of these special features are evaluated 
below. 

Special Attractions: Miniature Railroad, Carousel + Others

Evaluator Comments

The miniature train celebrates 19th century 
paradigms.   Perhaps this could be modeled after 
a bullet train.  This is neat for kids.  
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Connection

Orange County is the birthplace of skateboarding 
and a great outdoor public skate park would be 
a huge draw locally, nationally, and internationally.  
Programmatically, skating facilities at the park 
should appeal to the broad range of skateboard 
forms, combining features of both street skating 
and vert or bowl skating. Given the paths and 
trail system proposed for the park, skate features 
could go beyond the a site-specifi c park to be 
integrated safely into surrounding paved areas, 
eliminating confl icts by design.  

Skaters are a young and eager segment of 
the population and offer much potential to 
contribute in making the Great Park a reality.  
Skate events are popular spectator sports and 
are a potential source of revenue.  Well made 
skate parks become legend across the country 
and internationally and attract dedicated skaters 
worldwide.  Skate parks and skateable terrain 
have proven to be popular;  and spectators alike, 
especially when placed in busy areas.  Sculpted 
concrete forms can create exciting, artful and 
highly functional public areas.   

             

Skateboarding (Skate Park + Streetskating)

Many cities surrounding the park already have 
skate parks. This is a magnet for youth and 
brings a group to the park that otherwise might 

Evaluator Comments

not participate.  This could be an opportunity to 
combine sports with a cultural elements such as 
a surf and skate museum.  Young people need a 
safe and supervised environment to skateboard 
to avoid damaging public and private property. 
It must be designed with a look to the future - 
storm water retention basin.  It should provide 
different levels of play and challenges.  There is 
potential for sponsorships. 
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Connection

This venue is an exciting opportunity for visitors 
to swim in a lake surrounded by the lake gardens.  
It has more appeal than a traditional pool.  
Woodbridge lagoons are a great community 
gathering place in the summer. The weather 
makes this a viable yearly use and could appeal 
to a large variety of people. It is a great amenity 
for families. The water park should incorporate 
the lagoon.  The recirculating system should be 

A swimming lagoon is a man-made feature 
differing from conventional pools in the way 
in which bathers enter the water.  Rather than 
entering by way of steps or a ladder, a lagoon 
mimics beaches with gently sloped banks that 
allow for a smooth transition in and out of the 
water.  Lagoons provide shallow waters that are 
safe for small children, but can transition into 
areas with deeper water for older children 
and adults.  Swimming lagoons can incorporate 
different materials, confi gurations, and features 
ranging from sandy sides and bottoms to 
waterfalls, slides and rock piles.      

Swimming lagoons can provide a viable 
alternative or addition to conventional pools and 
to larger bodies of water such as the lake, and 
will function as a signifi cant draw for families.  

Swimming Lagoon

Evaluator Comments

modern for good water clarity.  This should be 
considered in connection to other proposed 
uses at the lake.  This facility is expensive to 
maintain and operate.  Overall number of water 
features in the park should be reviewed as well 
as the maintenance requirements/feasibility.  
Sustainable building design and construction 
should be implemented.  Supervision will be 
needed for safety issues and the welfare of the 
public.  



Connection

Water parks are water-based amusement 
parks.  While currently not included in the 
approved master plan, some discussion has 
arisen as to the potential for such a program 
in the Great Park. 

Below is an initial comparison of such a 
program against the values and principles of 
the Great Park. 

More specifi c information is needed to 
evaluate this program effectively for the 
Park. 

Water Park

It is assumed this facility is privately developed 
and operated.  The design must complement 
the park.  Size and location are important.  This 
program encourages an appreciation for na-
ture since it does not improve upon the Park’s 
natural features.  This venue would have a high 
level of water and energy consumption.  A food 
policy for the park could increase nutrition at 
the water park or other venues.
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Evaluator Comments  (continued)Description

Connection

Water parks and wave pools are separate 
structures/facilities.  Demographic for the wave 
pool should be studied.  A more depth study of 
possible alternate locations would be advisable.   
This program meets or is neutral on all 
environmental goal statements.  Safety concerns 
may outweigh positive features.  This does 
appeal to children, teenagers, and multiple ethnic 

Wave pools are swimming pools with 
artifi cial wave action that mimics naturally 
occurring surf.  Wave pools offer a relatively 
safe experience compared to real ocean 
waves and can make good places to learn 
and improve on surfi ng skills.  Wave pools 
often are the key feature in water parks. 

Waves are generated by a periodic energy 
input at the deep end of a pool that then 
spreads out in the form of ripples or waves.  
Air blasts, plungers, and paddles are simple 
systems that are suitable for creating gentle 
ripples and waves, while dumping large 
volumes of water is most appropriate for 
creating large, surfable waves, requiring 
larger facilities.  

Wave Pool

Evaluator Comments

groups.   Opportunities for sustainable building 
practices and design needs to be articulated.  The 
facility may be devoted to the education about 
the interplay of healthy oceans and recreation, 
or about fragile ocean ecosystems to expose 
users to the lessons of being better stewards 
of the ocean.   More information needs to be 
developed on the resources needed to operate 
such a facility.    


